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Top 10 Predictions for the Future  
 

1. Watch the video of Danny Burke from Most Amazing Top 10, Youtube Channel, talked about top  
    10 predictions for the future. What those predictions will be? 
 
2. As you view the video, decide whether statements below are True (T) or False (F). Write the  
    letter at the end of each sentence. 
 
1. Going to space will simply taking a lift involving a machine crawling up a huge and almost 

unimaginable strong cable.  
2. Cloud seeding to stimulate clouds with particle to try and make it rain has been used by some 

States in USA.  
3. As a society becomes more globalized and interconnected, English will be the most spoken 

language in the world. 
4. A human pollution, deforestation and expanding habitats are some factors causing extinctions 

in many species.  
5. As one of indication to connect people online all over the world, some companies such as 

Facebook, Google and SpaceX have been launching their own initiatives. 
6. Driverless car will be commonly used around the world started in 2025, then in 2030 it will be 

about 40% of  American Idol spend of their time in driverless cars. 
7. By 2050, the average person will be expected to live - 88 years old and by 2100 some people 

predict that might even reach 100 years old because of the advancements in medicine, 
sanitation, diet and education.  

8. The vast majority of our energy will be gained from renewable sources such as, wind or solar. 
9. The injection into bloodstream of sick people using nano-robots will need time to cure any 

diseases. 
10. The trend of being bionic occurring in the beginning 2030 blurs the lines between humans and 

machines. 
 
3. Now match the words in bold with the definitions below. 
 
1. Extremely big 
2. The systems for taking dirty water and other waste products away from buildings in order to 

protect people's health. 
3. Extremely small 
4. A new action or movement, often intended to 
5. The empty area outside the Earth's atmosphere, where the planets and the stars are. 
6. Using artificial materials and methods to produce especially a human activity or movement  
7. Situation in which something no longer exists  
8. Move slowly or with difficulty, especially (of a person) with the body stretched out along the 

ground or on hands and knees. 
9. Describes a form of energy that can be produced as quickly as it is used. 
10. The cutting down of trees in a large area; the destruction of forests by people. 
11. Spread or operated internationally. 
12. Self-driving, automated driving. 
13. The flow of blood around the body 
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14. The development or improvement of something 
15. To encourage something to grow, develop or become active. 
16. Be related to each other. 
17. To begin something such as a plan or introduce something new such as a product. 
18. An extremely small piece of matter 
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